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Sorrow and peacelessness are increasing everywhere now. Therefore, reveal
your world benefactor form. Increase service through the mind. Become
double holy (pure) with the colour of the Father's company.
Today, BapDada is seeing the lines of fortune of each child. He is seeing the line of the sparkling star on the
forehead, the line of love and power in the eyes, the line of the smile on the lips and the line of multimillions
at every step on the feet. All of you are also happy to see the lines of your fortune, are you not? In your
heart, you are singing the song, "Wah my fortune!" Seeing each one's forehead sparkling with the divine
star, BapDada is pleased and is singing the song in His heart: Wah children! wah! What is the song He is
hearing from the hearts of the children? Wah Baba! Wah! So, children are wah and the Father is also wah!
So, what does that make this whole gathering? Wah! wah! wah! So, seeing your fortune, always remain just
as happy as you are now. Only now, at the confluence age, do you receive this fortune. Every moment of the
confluence age has great value. Each moment of the confluence age becomes imperishable because every
moment is connected with 21 births. One moment of the present time is connected with 21 births. So check:
If one moment is wasted, it is not a matter of just one birth, but it is a matter of 21 births, and this is why
BapDada draws the attention of you children from time to time: Do not waste a single moment or a single
thought of the confluence age because it is not that you have wasted one birth, but you have wasted 21
births. Remember the importance of the confluence age at every moment.
BapDada gave everyone the homework of not wasting time or thoughts. So, did all of you do your
homework? Those of you who feel that you paid attention and also attained a lot of success, and that you
reached the qualifications of your aim, raise your hands! Achcha. Are the Pandavas raising their hands?
Raise your hands high. Now, not everyone has done this work. If you constantly keep the importance of the
confluence age in your intellect, that you have received this task from the imperishable Father, and that
every moment is to become imperishable, it will happen easily because it is the imperishable Father who has
given you this blessing.
The Father has told you that every Brahmin has a line of multimillions at every step. Just think: If you have
a line of multimillions at every step, then of how many multimillions do you have a golden chance at the
confluence age? Each one of you has to keep this fortune of yours in your awareness. Some children wonder
what BapDada wants. BapDada wants each child to become a double king: a master of the self at the present
time and a ruler of the world in the future. No child should be any less in becoming a double king. Each of
you children has a right to double sovereignty, do you not? Nod your head! Does every child have a right to
the double sovereignty? The Father is then so happy.
BapDada sees the record of every child daily. What does He see? Each one of you must know this in your
heart. You have become masters of the kingdom, but, at present, you only have self-sovereignty. Selfsovereignty means that you are able to keep your mind, intellect and sanskars under your control. They
should stay under your control as and when you want. For instance, the physical limbs, the hands and feet
stay under your control. In the same way, you should have ruling power and controlling power over your
mind, intellect and sanskars. At present, it is visible that many are numberwise in this. These too are mine. I
am not the mind, it is "mine"; the sanskars are "mine"; the intellect is "mine". Therefore, the controlling
power and ruling power are number-wise. From time to time, BapDada continues to warn you of the time.
According to this time, the self-respect of each one of you is that of a world-benefactor. Now, according to
the time, it is time for each one of you children to reveal your world benefactor form. Sorrow and
peacelessness are increasing everywhere. Your brothers, your sisters, your family, are all experiencing
sorrow, so do you not feel mercy for your family?
BapDada is now giving this signal: Together with self-service, also do world service in the same way that
you are doing service through words very well with a lot of splendor at present. BapDada is pleased. The
75th Platinum Jubilee has brought about a lot of enthusiasm for service in the minds of the majority of you.
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Seeing this BapDada is pleased, but service through the mind is now also needed because you have to
become world benefactors in all ways. Service through thoughts, words and deeds, that is, through your face
and activity - all three types of service is now necessary. Check daily: What percentage of service did you
do with all three types of service? BapDada has already given you a certificate for serving through words,
but now, through the subtle vibrations of the mind, you have to become a support for souls in their sorrow
and peacelessness. Do you not feel mercy? BapDada feels mercy for the children, because no matter what
they are like, they are still children. So, every child now has to become, not just a benefactor of the centre, or
a benefactor of the zone, but a world benefactor. BapDada is now drawing your attention: Become a
benefactor for your devotees because this confluence age is very important. Now, at the confluence age, you
can receive as much co-operation as you want from the Father. So, did you hear what you have to do now?
Increase service through the mind. According to your own duties, just as you have fixed the times for traffic
control, in the same way, each one of you should also fix a time for doing service through the mind. When
sorrow increases, everyone's attention at that time will be on that upheaval, but it is now time for serving
through the mind and this is why all of you children have to make your world-benefactor form emerge.
Benefit for the self is automatically and easily included in world benefit because waste will come if your
mind is free. However, if your mind is busy, waste will then easily finish. So, when BapDada tours around
everywhere in this land and abroad and sees the children who do not have knowledge, He feels mercy and
this is why all of you now have to become removers of sorrow and bestowers of happiness.
Today, all of you have come to celebrate Holi. Your Holi is so different from the Holi of the people of the
world. However, BapDada has told you earlier too that your devotees are clever in copying whatever you
have done, because all of these rituals have been created by souls who have come from the copper age. It
was their first birth and that was why their intellects were also satopradhan. It is the law that everything is at
first satopradhan and then goes through the stages of rajo and tamo. So, at that time, in their own way, their
intellects were sato and that was why they copied your every speciality. You constantly stay in happiness
with enthusiasm and so they began to celebrate that as a festival. You were told on Shiv Ratri how they are
very clever in copying. In the same way, now, at the confluence age, you have constant enthusiasm and so
they have created a memorial of your enthusiasm in the form of a festival of enthusiasm. So, what do they
do at Holi? You too have coloured your lives, but what is your colour? The colour that all of you have is that
of the Father's company. You stay in the colour of the Father's company all the time, do you not? So, they
have also created colour, but, because they are body conscious, they have taken the colour to be physical.
However, all of you constantly stay in this colour at this benevolent confluence age. You remain coloured
with the company, do you not? You have coloured yourselves, have you not? You have been coloured by the
colour of the company; in English, holy is said to be purity. So, you become holy, that is, pure in the colour
of the company. You have become pure, have you not? All of you are observing the vow of purity, are you
not? Is this firm? You may be numberwise, but to be a Brahmin means to make a vow of purity because the
Father is ever pure. He is the form of purity. He does not have to become that. His form is that of purity. So,
do you know what the speciality of Holi is? You become pure but, in the colour of the company, you
become double pure. Founders of religions and great souls become pure, but they only make their souls
pure. You become pure with body and mind in the future. From the beginning, all those who have come
from the copper age can make effort to become pure, but no one has become double pure: pure body and
pure soul. When you have a right to the kingdom in the future, then both the soul and the body will be pure.
Go around the whole cycle. Those who have come from the copper age - from the copper age till now, has
anyone become double pure? So, how did you become double pure and so great? What colour are you
coloured with? You are coloured with the colour of God's company. So, just as the Supreme Soul is pure, so
you also remain double pure for 21 births. Even the founders of religions who came are not double pure.
This is your fortune because you stay in God's company. You stay in the colour of the company so strongly
that you become double pure. Another meaning of Holi is "ho li" (it has happened). It has happened, the past
is the past; it is the past. Do you know how to let the past be the past? Whatever has happened has happened.
What is the meaning of the words "ho li"? The past is the past. Through that, you remain double holy for 21
births, not just for one birth because every second of the confluence age has a connection with 21 births. If
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you use one second or one minute in a worthwhile way here, then your 21 births will be worthwhile. That is
a guarantee. So, did you celebrate such a Holi? Do you know how to let the past be the past? Whatever has
happened in the past has happened. So, what is the third thing that they do? First, they burn and then they
celebrate. So what did you do? With the fire of yoga, you burnt your weaknesses and sanskars, which had
been wrong sanskars for many births, did you not? Have you already burnt them or are you still burning
them? Have you burnt them? Those of you who think that you have burnt your sanskars with the fire of yoga
and that they are now burnt, raise your hands! Have they been burnt or do they still come back? Do they
come back a little? When you send your chart to BapDada, you say that the majority of them are gone. You
are clever in saying this. You say that the majority have finished, but that they sometimes emerge a little.
However, to burn means to burn, because after something is burnt, no name or trace of it remains. After
something is killed, there is still the memorial in the form of the body that is visible, but, after it is burnt, it is
completely finished. For instance, look at Ravan, he was not just killed, but also burnt so that all name and
trace was completely finished. So, all of you should also note down whether you have just killed your
sanskars or whether you have burnt them. Have you burnt them? If you have not burnt your old sanskars,
they will emerge every now and again. However, the devotees have copied everything. You burnt them and
so they also burn everything and then celebrate. They do not celebrate anything without first burning it. You
have become holy by burning your sanskars. Some are becoming that and some have already become that.
So, did you celebrate Holi? That of the colour of the Father's company. You are now sitting in His company
and so you celebrated the Holi of the colour of His company, did you not? Did you celebrate it? Raise your
hands! You celebrated it. To celebrate Holi means to become holy, to become pure. As is the Father, so are
the children. If, for instance, a sanskar that is not burnt emerges again, would you like it? You have the
thought that, you definitely have to burn it with intense effort. You do not just have to kill it. In some cases,
you have just killed that sanskar, and that which is killed sometimes takes new life. However, if you burn it,
it will never emerge again.
So, today, are you going to burn them or is it fine just to kill them? Do you have the power to burn them? Do
you have this power? Can you have this thought? Some say that they have heart-to-heart conversations with
BapDada. They have very sweet heart-to-heart conversations. They say: Baba, I tried a lot, but they emerge
again. I don't want them to, but they emerge again. Do you know what the reason is for this? You burn
them,and BapDada sees this. You make a lot of effort, but, together with that effort, you also need to have
determined thoughts. Determination is the key to success. Whatever determined thought you have,
"determined" means that it does not come back again. Then, you know - you speak of very sweet things. Do
you know what you say when they come again? All of you have this heart-to-heart conversation, do you
not? You have a very sweet heart-to-heart conversation. You say: I don't want it to come, but it comes. So,
this means that you don't have that much power or determination. Become one who has determined
thoughts: I have to do this. Then check daily that determined thought and see what the reason is for
weakness in that determination, and continue to pay special attention to that circumstance so that it does not
emerge again. Sit on the seat of a master almighty authority and have a thought to finish that sanskar and
then finish it! Some children say that they sometimes experience a particular power not coming at the time
when they want it. They do have the powers, but sometimes, when they want to make a particular power
emerge at a certain time, it doesn't come. You are master almighty authorities. What is your title? Master
almighty authorities. And, what do you say? That that power does not appear at that time. What is the reason
for that? You are not seated on the seat of a master almighty authority, one with all powers. Even now, if
you go to the office, you have to obey those who issue orders with that authority, do you not? Would you
obey someone else who might give you those orders? Your seat is that of a master almighty authority. When
you are not seated on that seat, then, even if you invoke a power, it will not come at that time. For this,
BapDada has repeatedly told you to keep your mind busy. Throughout the day, make one power emerge and
then sometimes make another power emerge and see what its strength is. If you continue to experience this
and remain seated on your seat, the powers will then always be present in front of you. They are your
powers, are they not? So, did you celebrate Holi? You always continue to celebrate Holi. You always colour
yourself with the colour of the Father's company. You are coloured with that colour, are you not? Achcha.
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If someone has not yet done the homework that BapDada has given, then BapDada is giving one extra week.
The date that has already been given still stands, but you are now being given one extra week in which to
definitely complete the homework. Is it possible? Is it possible? Raise your hands! Since you have raised
your hands, you will have to do it. You raise your hands so well that BapDada is pleased, but you also have
to do it because you can now see the speed of time. BapDada has been giving you the warning of "suddenly"
for a long time. This is why BapDada is now giving each of you children this self-respect: Each child has to
become a special soul with this determined thought. You have a thought and it happens: this is known as a
determined thought. Some of you say that you had a determined thought, but determination means success.
If you do not have success, it cannot be said to be determination. So, now, may you have determination!
Bring this special self-respect into your awareness every day at amrit vela and continue to move forward
with this method. Now, two turns still remain and so what will you do in these two turns'? What will you
do? Speak! Those sitting in the front row, speak! What will you do? You definitely do have to do it; not that
you will do it at some point, but you do have to do it. To belong to the Father over a long period of time
brings attainment over a long period of time. The time of the confluence age is very lovely. A second is not
just a second, but one second has the attainment of a year. This is why BapDada continues to say that not a
single second should go to waste. Not a single thought should go to waste. Become powerful and make
others powerful. Is this all right? Is this OK, teachers'? Teachers are nodding.
BapDada has a lot of love for the teachers. He has love for everyone, but the teachers are responsible. Who
is going to fulfil BapDada's desires? Who? You should say, "We teachers". Raise your hands! Look, there
are so many teachersl Wonderful! Achcha. You have also celebrated Holi, so what do we do now?
It is the turn of Rajasthan to serve: (There were 4000 from Rajasthan.) It is not small, Rajasthan is big.
You can say that Rajasthan is a room of Abu (being the headquarters). Abu is big and so its room would also
be big. BapDada is pleased with Rajasthan because those who have emerged there from their childhood are
immortal. They are immortal in service. Not with their bodies, but in service. Heir-quality souls had
emerged from Rajasthan in the beginning and so it was easy for BapDada to give the example of heir-quality
souls; and, just as Gujarat is close, so, Rajasthan is a big room of Abu. What do you say whenever you are
called? Present! Present my Lord! BapDada is seeing the speciality of every zone and the system that you
have created is very good. Who created it? Munni (Dadiji created it). Dadi was Dadi. The speciality of all
the maharathis who have departed is that they become present at amrit vela; they have not renounced their
meeting of amrit vela. They were very firm in their discipline here with themselves and for others too. They
didn't just tell others, but they themselves observed that discipline and put zeal and enthusiasm into
everyone. This system is very good. All of you like it, do you not? You have a chance. Those who have
come for the first time from Rajasthan, raise your hands! Those who have come from Rajasthan to
Madhuban for the first time, raise your hands! You have a good chance. There are so many from Rajasthan.
Generally, you have to come according to the list, but you now have freedom. Servers also receive a chance
and so should BapDada congratulate Dadi or all of you? Dadi created the system and you are putting it into a
practical form. Therefore, congratulations to you too. Achcha.
Now, Rajasthan has to perform one wonder. You have to bring first-number, heir-quality souls in front of
Baba. BapDada has seen that all the Wings have given a list of their contacts. They are co-operative, but
what are they going to do in the future? Make those who are co-operative have love for the yagya. When
they have love for the yagya, they will all be co-operative in every task of the yagya. You have written very
good lists. The majority of you have continued to give a list from time to time. The majority of the lists are
good, and, even today, Baba received two lists. However, now make them loving, that is, make them have
the firm faith in the intellect that they belong to this yagya. They are co-operative and they would say that
they are co-operative. However, those who are loving would love the tasks and disciplines of the yagya.
Those of the wings have performed very good tasks. BapDada also gave congratulations to those of the
wings. Rajasthan means those who become kings and make others into kings; not those who make subjects,
but those who make kings. It is Rajasthan, and so Rajasthan will perform wonders, will it not?
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Two Wings have come - Medical and Transport Wings: Congratulations! BapDada has seen that all the
wings that have been created are doing very good work in their own fields. Both the Wings have sent their
own lists. BapDada saw the list and is congratulating you on the basis that good souls have come into
connection and relationship. However, according to the time, BapDada has also said today that although
they are co-operative, you must now make them loving to the yagya. Make them into heir-quality souls.
Baba has received a list and that is good. However, BapDada told you earlier, that each zone should bring all
the co-operative and loving souls together from different places in your own zones. Bring them together for
three days so that they can stay there, have meetings and also make programmes for the future. Bring
together all the co-operative souls from each zone to a main place for all the zones. Have a meeting and fill
them with special power to move forward. Congratulate them for whatever they have done so far and give
them a plan to move forward because you also have to tell them the method to move forward. So, all the
zones should bring together souls from all the wings to a special place and we shall then see how many come
to that gathering and what they will want to do in future. If you bring them into contact in this way, they will
become heirs. BapDada also saw the result of the two wings that are standing here and it is good. This is
why BapDada is congratulating both wings.
BapDada has also told you earlier that delicate times are now about to come. So, now, at the very least,
make those who are in contact with you have love for the yagya. Baba also heard news about the doctors.
You are doing well. However, now, doctors have to make doctors who are in contact into loving and cooperative souls. You have made a good plan. BapDada has heard about it and expansion can take place
through it; your name can spread through it. Those of the other Wings who have also made VIPs emerge
from everywhere have proved that you have maintained good connections. Now bring those who are just in
connection into relationship; they should not be left out. It should not be that the time for completion comes
and the co-operative souls just remain co-operative. Therefore, bring them into a relationship now; bring
them into a close relationship. BapDada has seen that, from the time the wings were created, service has
spread everywhere very well. You have made good facilities. However, BapDada is now telling those of all
zones to intensify the method of creating heirs. Otherwise, you will receive complaints that they just
remained co-operative. Definitely make a plan now and it is then whatever is in each one's fortune. Many
more can emerge. BapDada saw the list that everyone gives at their own time. So, according to the list, they
are close and some can emerge from them. So now, try this. Achcha.
(The medical Wing is celebrating its Silver Jubilee and eight service groups have been created within that.)
It is good that you have created that. Continue to move forward. Achcha.

1000 double foreigners have come from 65 countries: Look everyone! Seeing all of you,
everyone is so happy. The Father has found all of you from the corners of 65 countries. All of you
are also happy and intoxicated that the Father found you, are you not? BapDada saw this time that
those who have become instruments have done very, very, very good service as instruments.
BapDada is not mentioning each one's name but those who have become instruments have brought
about such enthusiasm in everyone's heart for success in service so that when they go back to their
own places, they will refresh their own places in the same way. BapDada is giving many, many
congratulations to all those who have become instruments for service. You have created good
systems and child Janak has also filled everyone's heart with extra zeal and enthusiasm. Each one's
face is showing that whatever power you have accumulated that is visible on your face. Everyone's
face is visible as very happy. The result of the service that has taken place, by Bharat and the
foreign lands working together, is also good. Those from Bharat will inspire those from abroad and
those from abroad will inspire those from Bharat. By working together, you have enthusiasm in
yourself. Those who hear about this also have the enthusiasm: they have the feeling that people
abroad are doing so much whereas they are not doing even that much while being in Bharat. And,
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when people from Bharat go abroad, they also feel that while living here (in Bharat) they have not
made this their own; so they have enthusiasm and continue to move forward. BapDada has seen that
the plan that you have made together of three to four big programmes makes a difference in the
atmosphere because all types of people come. When they see the Christians, Muslims and those of
other religions together, they feel that the world truly can become united and become one. This is
why BapDada likes the training you give. BapDada is giving special congratulations to those who
have made the effort. Now, those from abroad also have to bring heir-quality souls because it is now
the time of everything happening suddenly. However many souls you can benefit, and however
much you can do, continue to do that because you will not have time later. Now, you have the time
and so they can at least see the Father's home and take the Father's introduction. You do feel mercy
for them, do you not? You are doing very well, but BapDada is now remembering one thing. In the
beginning, when you used to bring a VIP to Bharat, your name would appear in the newspapers and
the media people used to come to you with interest. The Government also had to provide for them
and so they were also impressed, but that has not happened for some time now. Congratulations to
all of you who have come, and it is good that you become companions in the programmes. Now,
bring them (VIPs) so that the ears of the Government open, just as they now see that it is our 75th
Platinum Jubilee, this Jubilee has really awakened those from Bharat very well. Initially, they used
to think: We don't know what the Brahma Kumaris are doing. Now, it is emerging from their lips
that it is a wonder that the Brahma Kumaris are celebrating their 75th year, and, the other wonder
they speak of is that the instruments here are sisters and it is the sisters who have done so much
work. So, they are amazed by this and have the desire to come close. They want to come and meet
you and listen to you and, because of this Jubilee, they understand everywhere that by
understanding your main subject - "You are a soul" - they can all become united. So, just as this
Jubilee has performed wonders, similarly, continue to do that more. BapDada is also congratulating
the media, the TV and radio that has helped make the message reach everyone. While sitting at
home, everyone can watch this. Otherwise, they used to make excuses and would say that, although
they want to, they don't have the time, whereas now, while sitting at home, they are able to watch it
and slowly continue to awaken through that. So, whatever you are doing is good and will continue
to be good. Congratulations for that.
BapDada saw that there is enthusiasm for service awakening in everyone: We also want to do this,
we also want to do this. They have this enthusiasm. So, now that there is enthusiasm, where there is
this zeal and enthusiasm, there is definitely also success. This is why all of you who are sitting here
in person and those who are watching and listening everywhere, BapDada is giving lots and lots of
love from His heart to all the children and also congratulating them for constantly staying with Him
in His heart.
Now, your hearts are attached to stay here in Abu. It is good. Seeing those from abroad, the family
is also happy, and how have all of you come from 65 countries? You have come in the plane of
love, have you not?
Many have come for the first time: Double congratulations to those who have come for the first
time. Why? Why are you being given double congratulations? Because you have created your
fortune before the cries of distress of time. Instead of saying, "O God, O God", you have at least
said, "My Baba!" and this is why BapDada is pleased to see those who have come. The children
have come, they have come, they have come. Look, half the class is of those who have come for the
first time. You will now have to make intense effort. Do not just become an effort-maker, but
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become an intense effort-maker. Even now, if you make intense effort, you can move forward.
There is a margin for making intense effort. The time for making ordinary effort has now gone and
BapDada tours around and sees all the children who are to come, whether they are moving forward
or moving forward very slowly. BapDada tours around everywhere. You cannot go everywhere, but
BapDada tours around every day. Those who have gone into the advance party also tour around
with BapDada. Seeing all of you, they are pleased that their brothers or sisters have come.
Therefore, continue to move forward. Congratulations to you from the whole family. Achcha.
BapDada is specially congratulating those from Madhuban for one special thing. What is that?
Until now, everyone has done service very well with a lot of love. No matter how big the family is
that comes, those from Madhuban become instruments for service. All zones become co-operative,
but nevertheless, they cannot do anything without the help of those who stay here permanently. This
is why, each resident of Madhuban, whether you are staying down below, or up the top, in the
hospital, whoever gives their cooperation and is giving it tirelessly, BapDada is giving love and
remembrance to each child personally by name. Achcha. Those from Madhuban, stand up - Those
who are sitting here, stand up! Special congratulations to you. Achcha.
To the holiest children everywhere who say "My Baba, my Baba" at every step and are flying, to
those who are moving forward with their intense effort and continue to make others move forward,
to the jewels of light merged in BapDada's heart, Baba is giving lots, lots, lots and lots of love from
the heart. Together with this, Baba is also giving congratulations for Holi, because you are the ones
who are holy - in fact no one else becomes double holy. Only you become double holy; therefore,
multimillion times congratulations, congratulations.
To Dadi Janki: You have very good love for the family. All are very happy. When you do
something with your heart, there is happiness. You are doing everything tirelessly. Continue to
move in that way. BapDada gives sakaash to every child. He is making every child move and the
children whom BapDada is making move also give a response. They give a good response.
To Mohiniben: You are fine. You know how to look after yourself. You may not have much
strength healthwise, however you are moving along slowly, little by little. You are doing that well
and everything will be fine. Do not think that it will not work. It will. BapDada is pleased that you
now know the method. (A service programme was made but I was unable to go.) That is because
you were touring before that too. Before you make any programme, take a rest and then make a
programme to go anywhere. You have now understood yourself. You will do service, it is not that
you won't. Whenever you have to go, take a rest for 15 days prior to going. You have to go, but
prepare yourself. Do not do anything extra. Continue to move along according to the directions.
You will do well. You will be able to go.
To Neeluben: (Neeluben will be going to hospital) You have remained courageous and you also
have that power. You have power, do you not? BapDada has given it and you have also
accumulated it by yourself. With that power, nothing is a big deal. It will be as though nothing has
happened. It is not anything difficult. You will receive the fruit of your service. It is good.
To Par Dadi: This one is "Wah! Wah!", is she not? Look, now take a photo! Does she look ill?
Congratulations for your birthday. It is a wonder that her face always looks like there is nothing
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wrong. Your face is beautiful. You say that he is your double father and so you have double
blessings.
Nirwairbhai, Brijmohanbhai and Rameshbhai: (Nirwairbhai gave remembrances of those from
Cuttack) Give love and remembrance to everyone. Everyone has enthusiasm. It is good. The sound
spreads, does it not? (The Maharaja of Puri wants to come to Madhuban.) Now, they will come,
many will come.
Do all of you three discuss everything together? First of all, discuss it among yourselves and then
tell the Dadis. First of all, discuss it among yourselves. You do this well, just as you have done
today. First of all, discuss it among yourselves and then relate it to them (Dadis) together. You are
doing well.
To Rameshbhai: Is your health OK? Look after your health. Do not become slack with it. Always
think that you are walking with Baba. I am working with Baba, I am not alone. (He gave
remembrance of Anilaben, (Rameshbhai's sister), who is in hospital.) She is a little unwell.
(We are going to increase the work on the land at Sonipat.) It is good. At least service should begin
in that direction. Make a programme. It is good that service is expanding.
To Bhupalbhai: Be a detached observer and continue to do all the work of the yagya as an
instrument. You have Baba's company, anyway. No one can do it alone. The Father is with you. It is
good.
The sisters who look after Mohiniben: Baba knows. See, whatever service you do, it is service
given to you by Baba. The Father has given that service. So, the Father first and then service. It is
good.
***OM SHANTI***
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